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Abstract 
In recent years， micro-entrepreneurship has received attention as a strategy of economic 
development of inner-city communities in the US (Bhatt， 2002). Microbusiness development 
is seen as a way to help low-income individuals get out of poverty， .as well as to revitalize 
underserved communities (Temali， 2002). Microenterprise Development Organizations (MDOs) 
provide micro-entrepreneurs with microloans， training and technical assistance (T A) to help 
them start or grow businesses. T A isa customized service for each client's specific needs 
and has a variety of forms: one-on-one consulting， coaching， mentoring， networking， and it 
is usually offered in response to a client's request for support (Edgcomb， 2001). Access to 
microloan from MDOs is important for micro-entrepreneurs because they are often excluded 
from financial services offered by traditional banks‘Non-financial support is also critical for 
them， as they often lack financial knowledge， business ski1s and social capital. 
Some entrepreneurs succeed in running a business and repaying their loans， and eventually 
become qualified to access credit from traditional banks. However， others are not always 
successful and fail to pay back their loans， negatively affecting their credit histories. In order 
to best mitigate this issue， MDOs should provide T A toloan clients who fail to pay back 
their loans in a timely manner. 
Intensive T A issupply-driven support for clients to improve their businesses. Clients eager 
to grow their businesses are likely to request T A services， while delinquent borrowers tend 
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to hesitate in contacting the MDO servicing their loans. Since delinquent clients stand to 
benefit the most from intensive T A. it is important to provide them with this service. 
In J anuary 2012. the author and a MDO in Philadelphia， PA commenced a T A project， which 
provided delinquent loan clients with one-on-one consulting. 12 clients were randomly chosen 
as the treatment group， The indicators to assess the outcome are delinquency level and the 
amount of sales. 
Thus far， four clients in the treatment group improved their situation after one year of 
consulting. Overall. the clients in the Treatment group are better-off than those in the 
Control group. However， the project also revealed some dificulties in providing consulting 
to the delinquent clients. Consulting for delinquent clients is time-consuming and requires 
a lot of effort. Based on this brief study， this study posits that it is important to establish a 
strategy to minimize delinquency and address these issues early on. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Delinquency and charge-off 
ln recent years， micro-entrepreneurship has received attention as a strategy of economic 
development of inner-city communities in the US (Bhatt. 2002). Microenterprise development 
is seen as a way to help low-income individuals get out of poverty. as well as to revitalize 
underserved communities (Temali， 2002). Microenterprise Development Organizations (MDOs) 
typically provide microbusinesses with microloans. business training and technical assistance 
(TA)l 
Some entrepreneurs succeed in running a business and repaying their loans， and eventually 
become qualified to access credit from traditional banks2• However， others are not always 
successful and fail to pay back their loans， negatively affecting their credit historiesペItcan 
be said that microloans have a risk of worsening clients' credit histories if the entrepreneur 
cannot successfully run a business. It is not easy， especially for start-up entrepreneurs， 
to break even or to become profitable and to make on司timepayments during periods of 
economic downturn. 
Table 1a and Table 1b show the delinquency (portfolio-at司risk)rate. charge-off rate and 
restructure rate4 of sample CDFIs (Community Development Financial Institutions) and 
MDOs. 
1) Comparing MDOs with CDFI total in Table 1a， MDOs have higher rates than average. 
It indicates that microloans for microenterprises are riskier than other community 
development finance (such as financing for small business. community facilities and 
affordable housing)， and microloans need to be accompanied by non岳nancialservices 
(e.g. business training， T A. financialliteracy. incubation. etc.) to mitigate the risks. 
2) Looking at the change from 2008 (4th Quarter) to 2011 (4th Quarter) in Table 1a， the 
delinquency rate decreased from 15.9% to 9.0%， and the charge-off rate decreased from 
4.7% to 3.6% in three years. This change can be partly due to the improving economy 
in the US since 2010. However， the restructure rate increased from 6.6% (加Ql2010) to 
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23.5% (in Q4 2011)ーItmeans that the delinquency rate and charge-off rate would have 
been much higher if MDOs had not restructured the delinquent loan accounts. Loan 
restructuring can avoid a short-term crisis and improve the loan portfolio performance， 
but it is not a fundamental solution to the problems that the delinquent clients are 
facing. 
3) Comparing Table 1a with Table 1b， loan loss rates in Table 1b are more than double 
than those in Table 1a. The gap is derived from the different target samples of each 
survey (the survey in Table la was conducted by Opportunity Finance Network and 
the survey in Table 1 b was by FIELD at the Aspen Institute). 
4) In addition， there are MDOs which struggle with delinquency and charge-off rates 
that are much higher than average rates5. 
The FIELD survey revealed that 12% of existing businesses closed five years later6• Start-up 
businesses could have higher closure rates7• 
1.2 T A services 
In order to avoid charge-offs and business closures， MDOs should help their clients who 
struggle with loan repayment by providing T A services. Avoiding charge-off is important， 
not just to protect lenders' assets， but also to prevent borrowers' credit histories from 
getting worse. In fact， more than 90% of MDOs provided T A totheir clients in 2010 (Edgcomb 
and Girardo， 2012). As discussed later， although T A services were providedby 90% of MDOs， 
most of T A services were not likely to be provided to delinquent clients who did not actively 
ask for help. 
The term of technical assistance or T A isbroadly used among MDOs without specific 
definition8. T A isusually understood as one-on-one consulting and related services for each 
client's specific needs and it is typically provided upon the request of the client9• It is seen as 
one of the supplementary non-tinancial services to help clients successfully start， maintain or 
grow their businesses. Unlike business training classes or workshops， the content， the amount 
of time， the duration and the tinancial cost of T A services greatly vary based on each client's 
needs. Some clients need marketing tools to obtain new clients， while other clients seek legal 
advice to be able to negotiate with their landlords. The nature of T A makes it di侃cultto 
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quantify the outcome. Moreover， the details of T A services are not likely to be disclosed due 
to client confidentiality regulations; therefore， itis more dificult to assess the outcome of T A 
services than the outcome of microloans and business training. 
As discussed above， although there is no specific definition of technical assistance (T A)， 
MDOs (that the author interviewed刊generallyprovide two major types of T A services to 
their clientslI: 
a) One-on-one consulting (or counseling): MDO 0飴cerslisted the contents of consulting 
as Table 2. The contents include how to write a business plan， accounting， business 
license， marketing and technology. 
b) Referrals: If the MDO officers cannot provide the expertise needed for the client， the 
officers can refer the client to other individuals or organizations. Referred individuals 
are usually external professionals (e.g. pro bono lawyers， accountants) or experts (e.g. 
marketing consultants， designers). Referred organizations include the SBDC (small 
business development corporations)， SCORE Association， other MDOs and private 
companies. The range of referral network differs based on each MDO. 
These T A services are designed for general clients (especially who request for some help)， 
not specifically to help delinquent clients. 
T A services are usually provided to the clients only upon the client's request. T A providers 
are passive-in other words， "demand" mode-rather than active or、upply"mode. For 
example， ifthe client wants to make a new website or brochure， the client will ask a 
marketing expert for help. However， some clients are struggling and objective!y need some 
external help but never request it. 
Delinquent clients tend not to answer cals from loan officers of MDOs and do not write back 
to consultants. It is because delinquent clients are afraid of being forced to pay the loan and 
want to avoid facing the serious issue of delinquency. T A services are objectively necessary 
for delinquent borrowers; otherwise their situations wil only get worse. However， most 
delinquent clients do not ask for help and some delinquent clients are reluctant to accept 
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suggestlOns. 
Thus. T A services for delinquent clients are different from general T A services for two 
reasons: 
1) T A isproblem-solving work: clients already have serious problems. so one of the major 
goals of T A services is to remove the reasons for delinquency and make the loan account 
current; 
2) T A services are active or “supply" mode: T A providers should reach out to delinquent 
clients and take the initiative to diagnose problem. offer possible solutions. monitor 
implementation and assess the outcome. 
1.3 The purpose of this study 
The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of T A services for delinquent 
clients. It can be said that it is more time.consuming to provide T A services to delinquent 
clients. While the costs of T A services are typically covered by grants. MDOs have limited 
budgets and human resources12. soit is understandable that MDOs allocate limited resources 
first to clients who make requests for T A. The questions are: how should delinquent clients 
be assisted? 1s T A effective in helping delinquent clients? 
2. Literature 
1n early studies. Servon (1999. 2002) noted that microenterprise programs in the US 
emphasized business training more than lending. compared to their counterparts in 
developing countries. Business training is critical for start-up entrepreneurs in the US 
because starting and running a business is a complicated process and requires financial and 
business literacy under highly regulated business circumstances in developed countries. 
1n addition to the emphasis on business training. Servon (1999) and Bhatt (2002) brieily 
mentioned technical assistance (T A)13. 
Although there have been few studies that have focused on T A.a series of reports on 
Business Development Services (BDS) published by FIELD is the most major contribution 
among previous studies14• 1n出atstudy Edgcomb and Girardo (2010. 2012) examined Business 
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Development Services (BDS) by using 2008 and 2010 U.S. Microenterprise Census data. The 
BDS study revealed that T A services are most often provided among various MDOs (Table 3). 
FIELD at the Aspen Institute and Detroit Entrepreneurship Institute (DEI) conducted the 
first case study of T A services. which was a longitudinal survey focusing on T A services to 
DEI's clients (FIELD， 1999; Edgcomb， 2001; Edgcomb et al. 2002; Rugg， 2002). DEI provided 
its clients with ‘a more intensive level of technical assistance' to examine the effectiveness 
of the T A15• The DEI case study also provided consulting tools， such as client counseling 
record sheets and client business assessment sheets. These sheets are useful for business 
consultants to record the content of the consulting session and to assess the client's progress 
on business management， finance and marketing. 
The second case study of T A services was conducted by FIELD and its five grantees (FIELD， 
2000; Edgcomb and Malm， 2002). This case study focused on each sub-categories of post-loan 
and post-training T A (consulting， coaching and mentoring) and introduced good practices16• 
There are also other studies on T A by FIELD， focusing on topics like distance learning17. 
Grossman and Malm (2003) focused on technology development of microenterprises (such as 
the internet use， on-line learning and web marketing). On-line learning methods (such as on-
line courses， webinars， on-line materials， social networking sites) are thought to be e由cientin 
delivering T A services to distant clients. Gomez and Klein (2011) conducted a survey used 
by MDOs on on-line learning and revealed that 91.3 % of the MDOs that responded to the 
survey provided counseling/coaching/mentoring via the phone， internet and/or email， but 
other types of online distance learning methods (e.g. webinars， videos) were underutilized. 
Insummary， the series of T A study revealed effectiveness of T A services. but the study did 
not focus on T A services for delinguent clients. 
3. Method 
3.1 About the case organization 
This study is a case study of T A project for delinquent clients at a MDO in Philadelphia. 
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P A 18. The MDO provides one-on-one consulting and referrals for its clients upon their 
request. One of the MDO's pressing needs was to reduce high delinquency and charge-off 
rates. Although the funds for microloans are covered by grants and the MDO wil not lose 
assets by charge-offs. it is important to reduce these rates because poor loan performance 
could deteriorate the possibility of obtaining new grants. The MDO's loan officers regularly 
cal their delinquent clients to urge payments. However， due to limited human resources， the 
MDO did not provide prior consulting to them. 
3.2 Research design 
The author and the MDO commenced a project to provide one-on-one consulting services to 
clients who were behind in loan payments to examine the effectiveness of consulting and 
referrals. 
The project's organizational structure was that a steering committee oversaw the whole 
process of the project. The committee was founded in December 2011 and consisted of a 
director， a loan oficer of the MDO and the author. Monthly meetings were held to discuss 
the progress of the clients. Consulting records were made at each meeting and were 
reported to the committee members. Under the committee， one of the loan officers of the 
MDO agreed to join the project and to provide one-on-one consulting to the delinquent 
clientsl9• 
The committee had the ultimate responsibility of keeping the clients' confidentiality， and to 
do this， al of the documents regarding the clients' personal information were kept in the 
MDO's ofice， and no one other than the loan oficer was able to access the documents. In 
addition， no one but the loan oficer directly approached the clients‘ 
The MDO identified 28 loan clients who were 30 days or more behind in payments as of 
January 1， 2012. All of the clients were running their businesses and had received microloans 
for their businesses from the MD020. Of the total 28 clients， the loan oficer randomly selected 
12 clients to provide consulting (=the treatment group). The remaining 16 clients were not 
provided consulting (出thecontrol group). Table 4 shows the loan amounts disbursed to the 
clients21. 
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This project intended to provide ・intensivetechnical assistance' (Edgcomb et aL. 2002). 
Especially in intensive T A， the clients stay in close contact with a consultant， and a 
consultant leads the client to their goals. As discussed above， consulting is usually provided 
upon a client's request. Although delinquent clients are struggling with problems， they are 
les likely to request help. Some of them are reluctant to answer the cals from the lender， 
and sometimes they cannot identify what kind of help they need to request. A consultant 
needs to reach out to them， clarify what problems they are facing， and offer possible solutions 
for them. 
The key outcome indicators of this project were two-fold: 
• Delinquency level 
• Dollar amount of sales amount 
All of the loan clients are supposed to pay the fixed amount of money to the MDO's bank 
account on a monthly basis. The monthly payment is recorded in Down Home software. If 
the client pays the ful amount of money without delay every month， the client's loan account 
is・curr官 lt'.If the client delays the payment or the paid amount is not sufficient， the loan 
account turns 'behind'. A loan 0但cerat the MDO noted that the best indicator to evaluate 
the extent of delinquency is the length of delinquency. This study cals the length ・delinquency
level'. The MDO classifies the length of delinquency into five levels. This study assigned a 
number to each delinquency level for convenience in quantifying the delinquency level (Table 
5). The indicator means that the higher the level is， the longer the delay is. The decrease of 
delinquency level indicates the client's improvement. 
However， delinquency level alone is not sufficient to measure the extent of improvement as a 
whole. A good payment record does not necessarily mean that a client's business is 
successful. and vice versa. A sales amount that increases over time more directly indicates 
the improvement of the client2. 
In addition to these quantifiable changes， qualitative aspects are also important to examine 
the effectiveness of consulting because: 
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a) The reasons of each client's delinquency and the specific conditions in how the client 
runs a business great1y vary. The individual goal of each client differs based on the 
client's specific situation. The extent of difficulties in solving the issues which the 
client has also greatly varies. 
b) The change of delinquency level and the sales amount do not automatically give proof 
of the effectiveness of consulting. In other words， change in delinquency level does not 
show the causality of consulting. It is because there are many factors that affect the 
outcome. 
This study tracked each of the client's business situations and the detai!ed consulting process 
for qualitative changes. In the beginning of the project， a few types of forms were prepared23 
(see Appendix). The loan oficer was to make consulting record forms at the beginning， in
the middle， and at the end of consulting period. The consulting record forms were useful in 
identifying the issues that the client was facing and to clarify the strategies of consulting 
from the start point. Although the project was initialy designed to have a period of three 
months for providing consulting services， that period was later prolonged for more than one 
year. Therefore， itbecame less clear when the 'middle' and the ・end'of the consulting exactly 
are. 
The key point of the qualitative measurement is the causality between consulting and 
outcome. If the client accepted the advice and the sales subsequent1y increased and/or the 
loan payment improved， itcan be said that the consulting made a real difference. 
Looking through al quantitative and qualitative elements， each case in the treatment group 
wil be evaluated as・Improved'，・Unchanged'，'Worse' and 'Serious'. The clients in the control 
group wil be also evaluated based on loan payment history. 
3.3 Research process 
When the T A project was initialy planned in December 2011. the loan oficer was supposed 
to provide 12 delinquent clients in the treatment group with 15 hours of consulting each 
(totaling 180 hours) for three months (from January to March 2012). The loan oficer planned 
to allocate his working time for the project. 
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However， the loan officer was busier than he expected. He had a lot of work at the MDO and 
was not able to allocate a lot of time to this project24• In addition， ittook some time to 
approach the clients and start consulting with them because some of them did not answer 
cals and some were unwilling to accept consulting. 
The steering committee recognized that the project did not reach a satisfactory level of 
attainment by the end of March 2012. Since the loan officer did not exhaust the a!lotted 
consulting time， the committee decided to continue the project for three more months. 
Three months later， a few clients' businesses improved and their sales increased. The 
committee expected that these successful clients can 'graduate' from this project soon， and 
accept other clients instead. Three new clients were added to the treatment group in June 
2012. These new clients were not delinquent. but they were eager to receive consulting in 
order to grow their businesses25• 
Although a few clients' businesses improved by that time， most of the clients' cases gained 
marginal success at best by summer 2012. It could not be expected that the loan officer 
would dramatically increase his consulting time for this project. therefore， the committee 
decided to request another consultant to join this project in August 2012. Another consultant 
agreed to join and take on four clients in the treatment group. Two months later (October 
2012)， two more consultants agreed to join the project and they took on four' clients each 
from the treatment group26. After October 2012. four consultants (including the loan oficer) 
took care of the clients. 
A client closed her shop， and her loan account was charged-off in August 2012. She was then 
removed from the treatment group list. Another client paid her loan in ful in December 
2012， and she was also removed from the treatment group list. After December 2012. 13 
clients (including 11 delinguent clients) stayed in the treatment group. 
This project started in ]anuary 2012 and ended in April 2013. This study is an evaluation of 
this project. 
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4. Findings 
4.1 Treatment group 
4.1.1 The issues that the clients had 
What issues negatively impacted the clients' monthly payments? 
4.1.1 a Insufficient sales 
One of the major issues that the clients in the treatment group have is insufficient sales 
amount to pay the loan. Needless to say， there are many factors which reduce sales amount， 
and the factors greatly vary based on each client's situation. 
One external factor of insufficient sales is economic downturn. A fine art salesperson used to 
be successful in selling drawings to middle to upper-middle income families， who had recently 
built their new houses. The salesperson had earned $15，000 a month before the recession; 
however， the recession slowed down the pace of house construction and deteriorated the 
economic situation of middle司incomefamilies. She had no sales in 2012， and she stil cannot 
find new customers to purchase her products. 
Another external factor of insufficient sales is high competition within a market. A childcare 
provider borrowed $2，500 to start her childcare center in Philadelphia. Her childcare center 
was profitable， and she wanted to open a second one. However， her childcare center had only 
seven children (just over 50 % ) out of its enrollment limit of 12 children. Over the course of 
one year， she added three new customers. However， itis not easy to acquire new customers， 
especially because there are larger childcare centers nearby. In order to attract new 
customers， she had to improve the equipment that the childcare center had and to raise its 
rating scores. However， such a big investment in updating equipment and hiring more teachers 
might not be available for a delinquent client. 
The third external factor of insufficient sales is the inner-city location. An entrepreneur was 
running a massage & day spa shop in inner-city Philadelphia. She refurbished her shop 
equipment and made it have a nicer appearance， but she was not successful in attracting 
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new customers. Her consultants noted that her shop location is the main problem. Target 
customers of her business are reluctant to visit a shop located in a low-income area. and 
the residents in that area are unlikely to be target customers because the residents are 
predominantly low-income racial minorities. In addition. there are competitors who offer 
cheaper services in that area. The location issue made her investment in her shop unfruitful. 
and forced her to find customers outside of her neighborhood叩 dto offer a mobile massage 
27 servlce 
4.1.1 b Stakeholder relationship 
Another common issue is stakeholder relationship. Stakeholders include landlord. tenants. 
customers and contractors. 
A client has a tenant in her commercial building. but the tenant did not pay the rent for a 
long time. and the lack of rental income caused a delayed loan payment. Although the client 
ran a second business and received social security benefits. her income was not sufficient 
enough to pay the ful amount of the loan every month on time. She took a long time until 
she finaly decided to evict her non-paying client and to sue the court. Unfortunately. it wil 
take a long time to make the former tenant pay the back rent through the court judgment. 
Another client has run a hair salon for 10 years. Four years after opening her hair salon. she 
had to move to the new location because her landlord was bankrupt. and she needed a loan 
to open a shop at the new location. Unfortunately. she had to wait to open it for six months 
until a strict zone code had cleared. Once her shop reopened. sales have increased every 
month. and her business became profitable. Then she started catching up on the delayed loan 
payments to the MDO and the rent to her landlord. However. her present landlord requested 
for her to pay the back rent for six months while the zone code was clearing. However. she 
was not able to pay the back rent because she did not earn any income before reopening 
the salon. The negotiation between her and her landlord is dificult. ongoing. and she cannot 
afford a lawyer. 
If a client is a contractor of a public project. the stakeholder relationship could be more 
complicated. For example. one client runs a home-based information technology support 
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business and has been a provider of computer network systems for more than 20 years. 
When he became a project contractor to provide audio equipment to Philadelphia public 
schools， he received a loan from the MDO to commence the project and hire employees. 
However， the School District of Philadelphia changed the construction plan and lengthened 
the payment period. The change affected the payment of his loan and wages paid to his 
workers， as he fel seriously behind in payments. 1n addition， the contract fee was insufficient 
to cover the ful cost of the project. and there were ongoing negotiations for further payment 
between the bonding company， the prime contractor， the client and the MDO. 
4.1.1 c Family issues 
All of the clients are home-based sole proprietors (i.e. no employees) or microbusiness owners 
(i.e. less than five employees). Their businesses are likely to be affected by the owners' 
personal or family situation. If a microbusiness owner has family members who need special 
care， he/she wil spend a lot of time taking care of them. The loan officer who provided 
consulting for this T A project noted that it is common especially among senior (50 years old 
or older) female entrepreneurs to become a caregiver for their family members and to give 
up working or potential business opportunities. 
1n this T A project， there were a few clients who were not able to devote themselves entirely 
to their businesses due to their di鎚cultfamily situation. For example， one client was offered 
a good business opportunity in North Carolina， but she could not take that opportunity 
because she takes care of her mother at home in Pennsylvania and cannot move to another 
state. 
4.1.1 d Other issues 
Other issues also cause delinquency. A few clients delayed their payment due to crime. For 
example， one client was tricked out of start-up capital by her business partner. The start叩up
capital was the loan she received from the MDO to equip her new child care center. She had 
to borrow again from the MDO， but two loans were a heavy burden for her to pay back at 
the same time. Another client purchased a trailer to start a pet grooming business， but she 
failed to obtain the title of the trailer from the seller when she purchased it. 1t was only after 
the purchase that she realized that she could not open her shop without having the title. The 
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seller， whom she was never able to reach， probably deceived her and she was unable to pay 
the loan. 
Another issue is cultural differences. It is commonly known that African entrepreneurs 
prefer cash business， are unfamiliar with accounting， and tend not to use tinancial systems 
such as bank accounts and automatic payment. For example， one client， an immigrant 
entrepreneur from an African country， runs a retail shop. A major reason for his delinquency 
is that he visited his home country for three months every year and he did not pay the loan 
back during his absence in the US. He paid the loan only by cash， and he told to the loan 
oficer that he did not have a bank account. The loan oficer told him to use bookkeeping 
software to keep a tinancial record of his business. but he never disclosed the record to出e
loan oficer. His payments were inconsistent. and the loan officer did not know about the 
sales amount and protitability. 
4.1.2γhe consulting that was provided to the clients 
There were a variety of issues that caused delinquency. What suggestions were given to the 
delinquent clients by the consultants? 
4.1.2a Marketing 
The most common strategy used by the consultants was marketing. The consultants tried 
to tind new customers for their clients by using their existing network to refer the clients to 
potential customers. The consultants also tried to refer the clients to web designers and to 
help them develop their websites. One of the consultants is a marketing expert， and he took 
on clients who needed to increase sales. 
4.1.2b Referral to other professionals 
None of the consultants are legal experts， thus the consultants referred the. clients who had 
serious problems with their stakeholders to lawyers. 
Another referral example is business plan development. A client wanted to restart his 
import/export business and was developing a business plan. Since his consultant was not 
fami1iar with the import/export business， the consultant referred him to a small business 
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development center (SBDC) manager. who has expertise in this type of business. 
4.1.2c Financial management 
The consultant also made a suggestion to some clients to use bookkeeping software. such as 
QuickBooks. to keep track of their financial records. One client was not able to control cash 
fiow because of a change of contract and delayed payment of contract fes. so the consultant 
suggested calculating the cash fiow by launching a bookkeeping software. 
The consultant made a suggestion to an African immigrant client to pay the loan 
automatica11y by ACH (automated clearing house). Only after a long period of negotiation. the 
client finaly agreed to pay by ACH. Ultimately. this resulted in improvement of the client's 
delinquency level. 
4.1.2d Remained issues 
On the other hand. several issues remain. which were not su白cientlyaddressed by the 
consultants. such as family issues and crime-related issues. 
4.1.3 The outcome 
Overall. out of the 12 delinquent clients in the treatment group. one client (8%) paid her loan 
in ful; four clients (33%) experienced improvement in their situation; five clients (42%) were 
unchanged; one client (8%) remained in a serious situation; and one client (8%) finaly failed 
payment (=charge-of). No client was worse-off during the project period (Table 6). 
4.1.3a Why improved? 
Four clients experienced improvement in their situation during the T A project period. How 
did they improve. and what factors made the clients improve? 
Most of these successful clients increased sales and stabilized their loan payments. A T-shirts 
seller doubled his monthly sales from $4.000 (March 2012) to $10.000 (September 2012). $8.000 
(November 2012). and to $5.000 (February 2013). He is now thinking about expanding his 
shop. His delinquency level was reduced from 120+ days behind (February 2012) to current 
(November 2012). T-shirts retail is usually seasonal. as more T-shirts are sold in warmer 
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seasons. 
The client's sales used to seriously drop down every winter before th巴TA project， which 
caused his delinquency. His consultant made a suggestion to have business customers 
stabilize his sales during winter seasons. Although his sales dropped this winter from last 
summer， his sales were more stabilized than in previous years， and he keeps paying the loan 
without delinquency. His consultant noted that the main reason for his improvement was 
that the client increased business customers as well as end-users and he is able to sel goods 
to shops throughout the year. 
The hair salon owner increased her monthly sales from $1，000 (March 2012) to $2.200 (August 
2012)， and then she stabilized her loan payment. Although she used to be seriously behind in 
payments from November 2011 to August 2012， her loan payment went back to normal in 
September 2012. 
The childcare provider increased the number of children at her child care center from three 
(March 2012) to nine (May 2012). Her monthly sales also increased from $1.040 (March 2012) 
to $7，000 (May 2012). Her delinquency level dropped down from 60+ days (J anuary 2012) to 
30+ days (May 2012). 
The African immigrant retailer had issues of cash payment and absence for a few months 
in the US every year. The retailer's son， a co・signerof his loan， agreed to pay the loan on 
behalf of him through ACH. The MDO restructured his loan account in August 2012. This 
dramatically improved his delinquency level and stabilized his payment thereafter. His 
delinquency dropped from 120+ days (August 2012) to current (October 2012). The son also 
runs a retail business and opened a second shop recently. Although the son does not disclose 
the amount of sales to the MDO， the loan officer observed that the son's shops seemed 
successful and profitable. 
For most cases， major factors of improvement are increased sales and stabilized loan 
payments. 
4.1.3b Why unchanged? 
Five clients did not experience improvement in their situation during the T A project period. 
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Was the consulting not beneficial， and why did the situation remain unchanged throughout 
the period? 
A few clients tried to increase their sales， and the consultants referred them to potential 
customers and web designers using their network. However， itwas dificult for them to 
explore new markets and to find new customers. 
In one case， a massage therapist contacted many physicians and hospitals to ask for patient 
referrals. She also had the chance to give a presentation about her services in front of 
potential customers， and she was successfully listed to be a massage service provider as part 
of a university program. Also， her consultants referred patients to her. These marketing 
efforts have been slowly resulting in new customers (since January 2013);however， itwil 
take a lot of time to dramatically increase sales because she has to limit working time due to 
family issues. 
Another client whose situation remained unchanged is a commercial building owner who 
had a tenant who never paid rent. The owner finaly evicted the tenant in August 2012， but， 
while it was great progress for her， she stil had trouble finding a new tenant. 
An importlexport retailer went out-of-business in 2007， but keeps paying his loan while 
working part-time. He is now writing a business plan to restart his retail business with help 
from his consultant. His consultant anticipated that he would finish writing his business plan 
in spring 2013 and wil open his new shop by the end of 2013. It wil take at least a few years 
to obtain proof of the effectiveness of the consulting with this client. 
Overall， these c1ients experienced progress to some extent. However， the progress did not 
yet result in improvement in their sales and delinquency level during the project. and it wil 
take some more time until their businesses become successful. 
4.1.3c Why serious， charged-off and pai凶dφι.岡相.
One c1ient remained in a serious s針it加ua抗副t甘iぬon凡， one fi伽na冶叫lyfailed payment (←=char唱ge-of)and one 
paid her loan in ful. 
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In one case. one client was running a security guard business. but he was struggling due to 
insufficient sales and delayed loan payments. His consultant tried to introduce new customers 
to him; however. he rarely answered cals from the loan officer and never disclosed his sales 
record. His payment kept inconsistent. and his delinquency level remained 120+ days. That 
is why the client remained in a serious situation. 
In another case. a client opened a new cake bakery with a loan from the MDO in 2011. Soon 
after opening the shop. she ran out of working capital and sales were extremely low. The 
major problems were that she refused to accept any suggestions from her consultant and 
she was distracted by family issues. Although the consultant visited her site and tried to 
persuade her to improve her business. she did not listen and finaly closed her shop in ]une 
2012. Her loan account was charged-off. 
Another client who purchased a pet-training trailer failed to obtain a title document. The 
client did not have enough capital to purchase another trailer. and. unfortunately. the client 
lost her other part-time job and was not able to pay the loan. Her consultant tried to find 
free legal services. but there were no available services in her county. Her relative paid the 
loan on behalf of her in December 2012. Although her loan account was paid in ful. her case 
cannot be considered successful. 
Overall. these three cases are difficult to handle using typical expertise provided by 
consultants. The majority of the problems stem from the clients' attitude towards consulting 
and family issues. Some clients were reluctant to respond to their consultants and listen to 
their suggestions. while other clients had family issues. which seriously limited their business 
capacities. 
Once the relationship between a consultant and a client gets worse. it wil get dificult for the 
consultant to keep in contact with the client. One of the consultants noted that the client's 
attitude towards consulting greatly impacted the extent to which the client improved his/her 
business. 
Unfortunately. the consultants did not have a strategy to address the clients' attitude issues 
and their family issues. 
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4.1.3d Start-up and business status 
Of the 28 clients both in the treatment group and the control group， 15 clients were in 
business and eight were out of business at the end of the T A project (April 2013) 28. 28 
clients include nine start-up entrepreneurs and 19 existing entrepreneurs. 'Start-up' means 
that the entrepreneur took out a loan when he/she started a business. 'Existing' means that 
the entrepreneur had operated the business for more than one year when he/she took out 
a loan. Only two (22.2%) of nine start-up entrepreneurs were in business， whereas 13 (68.4%) 
of 19 existing entrepreneurs were in business (Table 7). Only four (4.4 %) of nine start叫p
entrepreneurs were sti1 paying their loans， whereas al (100.0%) of 19 existing entrepreneurs 
were stil paying their loans (Table 8). The business survival years for start-up entrepreneurs tend 
to be shorter than those for existing entrepreneurs. Only one (11.1%) of startup entrepreneurs 
survived for five years or longer， whereas 12 (63.2%) of existing entrepreneurs survived for 
five years or longer (Table 9). It can be said that start-up entrepreneurs were more likely to 
go out of their businesses than existing business owners， and this indicates that the probability 
of business survival of the clients partly relates to the extent of the entrepreneur's business 
expenence. 
From a lender's perspective， this finding indicates that lending to start-up entrepreneurs 
is riskier than lending to existing entrepreneurs because start-up entrepreneurs have not 
passed‘natural selection' in the market competition. It would be safer and more e伍cientfor a 
lender to exclusively target existing entrepreneurs. In addition. it is quite common for start-
up entrepreneurs to use their own assets for their start-up capital. If a microloan lender has 
a mission of targeting start幽upentrepreneurs， the lender should intentionally allocate a lot of 
resources to provide special care so that entrepreneurs can avoid business failure. Business 
failure will result in considerable negative assets including debt， asset loss and adverse 
impact on credit scores， and it wil take long time to pay of. 
4.2 Control group 
Overall， out of the 16 delinquent clients in the control group， six clients (38%) were in a serious 
situation; four clients (25%) became worse; and two clients (13%) remained unchanged; one client 
(6%) experienced improvement in their situation; and three clients (19%) finaly failed payment 
(=charge-off) (Table 6). As far as the loan oficers of the MDO know， five clients already closed 
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their businesses， and six clients were stil in business at the end of the T A project (April 2013) 29. 
The fi.ve clients who closed their businesses kept paying their loans. 
Comparing the treatment group and the control group in Table 6， the clients in the 
treatment group were overall better of than those in the control group. 
5. Discussion 
5.1 Difficulty in consulting 
The T A project had to be prolonged in order to obtain positive outcomes. In the beginning， 
the project members believed that most of delinquent clients' situations would improve 
within a period of a few months. After one year passed， the project members gradually 
recognized that the issues that the clients were facing were not easy to solve in such a short 
period of time. 
Some obstacles were that clients were reluctant to answer cals from the loan 0伍cerand 
the clients were unwilling to accept the suggestions from the consultants. Some clients had 
di伍cultbusiness relations with their stakeholders. Other clients became caregivers for their 
family members and had to greatly reduce their working time. Some clients had different 
types of serious issues concurrently occurring (such as family issue and economic downturn)， 
which made it more di侃cultto improve the situation. In addition， some clients did not keep 
financial records， not even the sales amount， which made it dificult to assess the clients' 
business situation and the consulting outcomes. 
The consultants also had limitations in providing services. Two of the four consultants are 
also the loan officers at the MDO. They were supposed to provide consulting as a consultant， 
not as a loan oficer. It was advantageous that the loan officers would provide consulting， 
because the loan officers are in the best position to access the clients' information， and it was 
not necessary to worry about clients' confi.dentiality. However， itwas a litle dificult for the 
loan 0伍cersto switch between the two roles; they were sometimes more focused on loan 
repayment than the clients' sales， and tended to think that they were doing well as long as 
they kept paying the loan regularly. 
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The. four consultants were sometimes quite busy working for other clients during the T A 
project. During such periods. they did not follow up on the clients' situation very often. In 
addition. the consultants did not visit the clients' sites too often. and the consultants usually 
talked to clients over the phone. which was a reasonable form of communication. However. 
it was useful and sometimes necessary to visit the clients' sites for effective consulting. For 
example. just by observing the appearance of the client's shop. consultants can find reasons 
for insufficient sales. African immigrant business owners tend to pay loans by cash when 
the loan oficer visits their sites and requests payment. This being said， clients would trust 
consultants more if the consultants visited their sites more often， but this is unrealistic to 
visit sites every month because site-visits require a lot of time and is costly especially if the 
client lives far from the MDO's 0節目.
5.2 Role of consultants 
Consulting is providing specific knowledge and skils in response to clients' requests. 
Consultants are supposed to provide their expertise， including marketing， real estate， 
accounting， law. information technology， architecture design. and industry-specific skils. in 
such sectors， such as childcare， fashion and food and drinks. 
However. consulting for delinquent clients is a litle different from normal consulting. 
Delinquent clients are struggling with some problems. but they do not tend to request 
for help spontaneously. They sometimes do not recognize which types of help are needed. 
In addition. some clients are unwilling to disclose al of their business information to the 
consultants. In such cases. a consultant needs to make a lot of effort in the beginning to 
clarify the actual issues that the delinquent clients are facing. Then consultant leads the 
clients to set the goals and pathways to address the issues. As discussed above. delinquent 
clients have a wide variety of issues. which go beyond a specific field of expertise that a 
consultant can help them with. thus referrals to other professionals are a common strategy 
to cover a wide variety of issues. 
The important point is that a consultant is required to play the role of both a general 
practitioner (GP) and a specialist. Some medical doctors are specialists. such as dermatologists 
or oncologists. Other doctors are general practitioners (or family doctors)， who see patients 
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first， diagnose the symptoms， refer them to specialized doctors if necessary， and always 
follow up on their current condition. A business consultant who takes care of delinquent 
clients is required to have the same skils of a general practitioner. In addition， a consultant 
might be required to have skils such as being able to provide emotional support and to be 
attentive. For example. a few clients in this T A project had dificult experiences and traumas 
which led to their delinquency (such as family issues and theft). 
The skils of a general practitioner partly overlap coaching skils， as a coach helps clients to 
clarify their goals and work through barriers. Some coaches connect with consultants and 
other e文pertsif necessary. For MDOs that do not have 0節cialcoaching programs. business 
consultants might have a dual role of consulting and coaching. Coaching is generally supposed 
to assist clients in the start-up phase and for individuals who are intent on expanding their 
businesses (Edgcomb and Malm， 2002， p.37). However， target clients of coaching do not 
necessarily have to be start-up entrepreneurs. In this T A project， the consultants used 
coaching skils to support not only start-up entrepreneurs but also existing entrepreneurs. 
The skils of a general practitioner could overlap mentoring ski1s. as a mentor encourages 
and leads clients with the mentor's own business experiences. In fact， some business 
consultants at MDOs have their own businesses and can play a role of mentor. If a business 
consultant has his/her own business experience， he/she wil be able to give clients advice 
from a business owner's standpoint. Although none of the four consultants have run a 
business in this case study， a few consultants referred their clients to mentors who were 
engaged in the same kind of business. 
This does not mean that a consultant has to double as a coach and/or a mentor at the same 
time. The point here is that the roles of a consultant wil be extended when the consultant 
assists delinquent clients. 
5.3 Possible solutions 
5.3.1 Organizing a support team 
Entrepreneurs could encounter some difficulties in running a business successfully. As 
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discussed above， a few clients faced family issues. It is common for se凶orwomen (50 years 
or older) to become caregivers for their family members (e.g. parents， chi1dren， spouse). It 
is common for microbusiness owners to be part-time or to be hired as temporary workers 
and to supplement family income. If the business is not sufficiently profitable， another income 
source (e.g. wage， salary) is critical to keep running the business. For example， a client in the 
treatment group lost her part-time job， and she had to give up running her business. As the 
client's business did not reach break-even point another job was necessary to supplement 
her income. Becoming unemployed can be fatal for the c1ient's business. 
Such difficulties are inevitable. and no one can predict when an emergency wil occur. If 
an entrepreneur has assets or other sources of revenue， then the entrepreneur can hire 
a manager to delegate the business operation. On the other hand. sole proprietors and 
microbusiness owners are more subject to personal issues (e.g. caring family members. losing 
jobs. theft. ilnes. etc.). 
However. there is a possible way to mitigate the risk: to organize a support team for an 
entrepreneur. The support team members wil give a hand to the entrepreneur， especially 
when the entrepreneur is facing a tough situation. 
An example of the support team model is StartUP New York. StartUP New York created the 
'4-Phase Entrepreneurship Model' to support individuals with disabilities. If an individual with 
disabilities wants to start a business， itis probable that the entrepreneur wil have to overcome 
a lot of dificulties. 1n the first phase of the model. entrepreneurs who enrolled in the StartUP 
program engage in the process of organizing a support team for themselves. A support team 
may consist of people in their lives that they depend upon and whose support is also a factor 
in the success of their business. Support team members also may include family members to 
provide emotional support. If the entrepreneur has to be hospitalized or wi1 be temporarily 
absent from his business， the support team is supposed to keep running the business 
during that time. Entrepreneurs who enrolled in the StartUP New York program wrote a 
business plan， which embedded the roles of the support team， including the anticipation of an 
emergency. Shaheen and Killeen (2∞9) noted that the first stage provides an absolutely critical 
foundation that is often overlooked in traditional business development services. 
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Although the StartぺJPNew York is an entrepreneurship program for individuals with 
disabilities. this model can be replicated to microenterprise development services for 
individuals without disabilities. It could be more challenging for individuals without 
disabilities to imagine emergencies which could limit their working capacity. however. it is 
important to have a voluntary support team and embed the team's roles in the business plan 
in order to minimize possible risks. 
One important thing that the T A project team learned is that the consultants did not have 
enough time to frequently follow up with the clients. A support team could play the role of a 
mentor or a coach to frequently follow up with the client's situation in cooperation with the 
consultants. 
5.3.2 Building a trusting relationship 
Some of delinquent clients in the treatment group were reluctant to contact MDO oficers. 
and unfortunately. the lack of frequent communication deteriorates the effect of consulting. 
How can it be better managed? 
A MDO in New York City has a unique system to stay in contact with its clients. A loan 
applicant is required to submit a list of three contact persons. and these contact persons are 
neither co-signers nor guarantors; rather. the contact persons are those who know the loan 
applicant well. such as family members. relatives. friends. neighbors and colleagues. If a loan 
client is behind in payments and avoids contacting the MDO oficer. then the officer wil cal 
the contact person. According to the MDO loan oficers. calling the contact persons puts a lot 
of pressure on the client. If the client is an immigrant and lives in an immigrant community. 
the client wil be afraid and embarrassed if people in their community wil find out about 
their delinquency through the contact persons30• 
The MDO in New York City also has a strategy for its consultants keep in touch frequently 
with their clients. Consultants send their clients helpful information and event announcements 
and cal their clients every couple of months. The MDO consultants make a big effort to 
build trusting one-on-one relationships with their clients. When a problem emerges with 
the client and the payment is delayed. the consultant (instead of a loan manager) makes the 
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first contact with the delinquent client and asks what is going on. By that time. a trusting 
relationship of “tel me first if you have any trouble" between the consultant and the client 
has been built up. In other words. it could be too late to start a substantial discussion with 
the clients after delinquency occurs. 
5.3.3 Cost and benefit 
The consulting fee is $30 per hour. including travel time. The average consulting hours for 
the clients in the treatment group were 16.3 hours. costing $489. The maximum case spent 
30 hours. costing $900. and the minimum case was three hours. costing $90 
Did longer hours of consulting generate better results? No. Did shorter hours of consulting 
mean efficient? No. 
The clients who received only a few hours of consulting (e.g. three hours) were hard to reach 
out to by the consultants. Having a few hours does not necessarily mean that the client's 
issues were quickly solved. On the other hand. the clients who received very long hours of 
consulting (e.g. 30 hours) struggled with serious conditions which needed a lot of time to be 
addressed. However. long periods of consulting did not necessarily result in greater success. 
1t is di伍cultto find any correlation between consulting hours/costs and the outcome. Rather. 
it can be said that the clients who received longer consulting hours had pressing needs to b日
addressed quickly (e.g. trouble with landlords. making a new business plan， etc.). 1n these cases， 
consultants spent a lot of time assisting clients. On the other hand， the clients whose situation 
was relatively unchanged had shorter consulting hours. as the consultants did not fel that it 
was necessary to contact to them frequently. 
Evaluating whether the benefit of the project exceeded the cost is beyond the scope of this 
study. It is dificult to calculat巴theexact amount of benefit created by the project because 
many factors which could have directly and indirectly affected the clients' sales and loan 
payments are not identifiable. There is no standardized method to analyze cost-benefit. and 
no statistics are available to make a valid comparison. However， itis possible to list the 
potential benefits of this project. 
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Benefits for the cJients: 
• Increase in the sales and profitability of their businesses ・Increasedsurvival period of their businesses 
• Credit score improvement if they successfully pay back their loans 
Benefits for the MDO: 
• Increase in loan payments 
• Improvement of loan performance (reducing delinquency and change-off rates) ・Obtainingthe c1ients' trust and satisfaction 
• Increase in grants for future loans and T A services31 
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Purely comparing the cost-benefit of consulting for delinquent clients， one could argue that 
spending large sums of money on consulting wil exceed its' small benefits and not wil be 
inefficient. Quickly charging of delinquent cJients can be more financially efficient for a MDO 
than providing consulting services. It is a dilemma especially if the MDO cannot expect to 
obtain extra revenue for T A services. The MDO has to allocate the limited resources of T A 
services， which could limit time-consuming support for delinquent clients. 1t is important to 
establish a strategy to minimize delinquency and address the issue early on， because it is 
more time consuming to address serious delinquent cases after they occur. 
6. Conclusion 
The purpose of this study is to examine the effectiveness of T A services for delinquent 
clients. The author and a MDO commenced a project to provide one-on-one consulting 
services to clients who were behind in loan payments in ]anuary 2012. This study is an 
evaluation of this project. 
Twelve delinquent cJients were randomly selected as the treatment group， and other 16 
delinquent clients were classified as the control group. The 12 clients received consulting 
services from this project for more than one year. 
The delinquent cJients had a variety of issues that negatively impacted their loan payments， 
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such as insu血cientsales， di侃cultstakeholder relationships， family issues， crime， and cultural 
differences. 
The most common strategy used by the consultants was marketing. The consultants tried to 
find new customers for the c1ients and also referred the clients to other experts. However， 
several issues remain， which were not su白cientlyaddressed by the consultants. 
Of the 12 clients in the treatment group， four clients (33%) experienced improvement. On the 
other hand， of the 16 clients in the control group， only one (6%) experienced improvement. 
Overall， the clients in the treatment group were better-off than those in the control group. 
The project revealed some difficulties in providing consulting to delinquent clients. For 
example， some delinquent clients refused to communicate with the consultants， which 
prevented them from providing services. It is important to build a trusting relationship 
between the clients and the consultants before delinquency occurs. A few clients were facing 
family issues， which were not su侃cientlyaddressed by the consultants in this project. Low-
income entrepreneurs are more subject to their personal issues. Such risks can be mitigated 
by organizing a support team. Since the consultants were often too busy to follow up on the 
clients' situation on a frequent basis， a support team could play the role of a mentor or coach 
to follow up the client. 
Although it is dificult to analyze the cost/benefit of the consulting services， consulting for 
delinquent clients is time-consuming and requires a lot of effort. It is important to establish a 
strategy to minimize delinquency and address the issues early on. 
This study is a case study with small number of c1ients， and the results of this study cannot 
be generalizable. Also， there can be many types of delinquencies that can exist， and a variety 
of viable solutions in other MDOs， which this study did not explore. While this issue has not 
been openly discussed among MDO practitioners so far， they should share best practices. 
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Tables 
Table 1 a. Portfolio-at幽Risk.net charge-offs and restructured loans (% ) 
Type ofCDFI 2008 2009 2009 2009 2009 2010 2010 2010 2010 2011 2011 2011 2011 Q1 CJ m m Q1 Q! m m Q1 Q.! m ~ 
Number 22 13 20 13 16 18 17 23 16 26 17 14 
Average Microcntcrprise 15.9 18.7 14.4 10.6 15.6 9.8 8.7 11.4 9.5 12.2 12.1 8.2 
Portfolio-at-
CDFI Total 11.2 Risk 9.3 10.0 9.5 8‘l 10.1 10.2 8.5 8.5 8.5 6.5 6.8 
Avcrage Net Microenterprise 4.7 l.l 1.2 2.4 3.2 2.1 2.2 1.2 1.2 0.6 1.7 0.7 
Charge-offs COFI Total 1.6 0.4 0.8 0.7 1.1 0.9 0.8 。目7 1.0 0.5 0.7 0.8 
Avcragc M icrocntcrprise NR NR NR NR NR 6.6 7.1 9.4 8.4 6.8 7.6 8.4 
Loans 
Rcstmctured COFI Total NR NR NR NR NR 4.2 4.4 7.5 7.7 5.0 5.4 5.0 
Source: Opportunity Finance Network ο012) 
Notc: a) OFN clussitics u variety of CDFIs (Community Deve10pment Financiallnstitutions) into seven categorics 
bascd on Ihc dollar amount of financing outstanding at fiscal year-cnd (OFN， 2010). Microenterprise sector 
is onc of Ihc scven categories. Other sectors are ‘Business¥‘Commercial Real Estate¥‘Community 
Services'， 'Consumer'，‘Housing to Individuals'， 'Housing to Organizations' and ‘Intennediary' . 
‘Microcntcrprisc' mcans sample organizations classified in ‘Microcnterprise sector' in the US. Opportunity 
Financc Nctwork (OFN) defines‘Microenterprise financing' as‘financing to for-profit and non-profit 
businesscs thut have five or fewer employees (including proprietor)， and with a maximum loan/investmcnt of 
$35，000・'
b) Avcragc Portfolio-at-Risk is delinquency rate of 31 days or morc. 
c) NR mcans‘Not Rcported'. 
Table 1 b. Portfolio-at-Risk. net charge-offs and restructured loans (% ) 
Ycar 2008 2009 2010 
Number 34 28 25 
Average 1 1 1 
Portfolio-at-Risk 
Median 9 9 10 
Average 8 12 9 
Loan Loss Ratc 
Median 6 6 7 
Average 12 10 ¥3 
Median 7 9 10 
Rcstructured Loan Rate 










Note: a) Survey respo岨dentsare MDOs， which participated in Micro Test project ofFIELD at the Aspen Institute. 
Se坦MtO://www.fieldus.on!lMicroTest/info.htm1about the details of Micro Test (Acc明 sedJan. 31， 2013). 
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Table 2. One幽orトoneconsulting services typically provided by MDOs 
Planning LegaI Finance Marketing Technology Others 
申Business 吻Business ホAccountingand '" Marketing ホWebsite 市Real
start-up certification book-keeping strategy development estate 
市Business 事Businesslicense '" Applying for a 市Marketing ホGraphic ホIndustry-
expanslOn grant materials design specific 
ホIncorporation '" Tax ID number， tax ホGovernmental ホComputer
preparatlon contracts installment 
'" Presentation for '" Pricing '" Social media， 
funders Social Network 
'" Cash flow Service (SNS) 
projectlon 
'" Credit buildin皇
Table 3. Organizations providing business development services 



































































































Table 4. The loan amounts disbursed to the clients 
Total Treatment Group Control Group 
Number ofClients 28 12 16 
Mean $6，923 $9，748 $4，628 
Median $5，000 $6，000 $2，500 
Maximum $35，000 $35，000 $11，000 
















Note: a) This table shows the dollar amount ofloan， which the MDO originated and were active at the beginning of 
this TA project.“Active" means that the client has not paid offthe loan yet and stil has a balance， 
b) Some c¥ients have more than one loan account at a time， This table summed up the amollnt ofmllltiple 
loans held by the same client. 
c) Some c¥ients had paid offtheir previous loans before starting this TA project. This table did not include 
their previous loans. 
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3 19% 。 0% 
16 100% 
Note: The criterion ofthe changc ofthe client's situation is based on the delinquency level (Table 5). 
lf the delinquency level of a case has clearly lowered since the T A service started， thecase is se喝nas 
'lmproved " 
Ifthe delinquency level has clearly risen， thecase is seen as' Worse' . 
If the delinquency level has kept 6 (= thc worst)， the case is seen as ' Serious '.
Table 7. Business status by sta吋“upor existing entrepreneur 
ln business Out of business Not sure Total 
Start-up entrepreneur 2 4 3 9 
Existing entrepreneur 13 4 2 19 
Total 15 8 5 28 
Start-up entrepreneur 22.2% 44.4% 33.3% 100.0% 
Existing entrepreneur 68.4% 21.1% 10.5% 100.0% 
Total 53.6% 28.6% 17.9% 100.0% 
Note: a) The number mcans how many clients were in business (keep running a business) or out of 
business (closed a business) as ofFebruary 19，2013. For example， 2start-up entrepreneurs 
(22.2%) were stil in business， whereas 13 existing entrepreneurs (68.4%) were in business. 
b) Some clients were unreachable because they never answered the phone from the loan officers 
and the consultants. It is not sure whether they were stil in business， but the probability of 
business closure is high because three of them were already charged-off. They are classified as 
'Not sure' (al ofthem are in the control group)， 
c) 'Start-up' means that the entrepreneur received a loan within one year since his/her business start. 
'Existing' means that the entrepreneur had operated his/her business for more than one year 
when he/she took a loan. 
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Table 8. Loan status by sta同・upor existing entrepreneur 
CO/PIF Active 





Existing entrepreneur 。 19 
Total 5 23 
Start-up entreprcneur 55.6% 44.4% 100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 
Existing entrepren巴ur 0.0% 100.0% 
Total 17.9% 82.1% 
Note: a) 'Start-up' means that the entrepreneur received a loan when he/she started a businωs. 'Existing' 
means that the entrepreneur had operated the business for more than one year when he/she took a 
loan. The percentage shows that 55.6% of start-up entrepreneurs were charged-off or paid-in・白1，
whereas none of existing entrepreneurs were charged-off. One client paid her loan in ful， but the 
client failed to actually open her business and could not pay her loan by herself. 
b) 'CO' mcans 'charge-off' and 'PIF' means 'paid悶irトful'.If a bOITower delays regular loan repayment 
for more than 180 days， the loan account will be eliminated from the active accounts list (=charge-。for CO). If a borrower completes al payment of principal， interest and fee of the loan， the 
account will be also c10sed (=paid-infull or PIF)， 'Active' means that a borrower has not paid offthe 
IORn v~t Ann只tilhR只RhAIAnr.~ 
Table 9. Business survival years by start-up or existing entrepreneur 
Less than 5 years 5 years or longer Not sure Total 
Total In business Total In business 
Start-up entrepreneur 5 3 9 
Existing entrepreneur 5 4 12 10 2 19 
Total 10 5 13 1 5 28 
Start-up entrepreneur 55.6% 11.1% ¥1.1% 11.1% 33.3% 100.0% 
Existing entrepreneur 26.3% 21.1% 63.2% 52.6% 10.5% 100.0% 
Tota¥ 35.7% 17.9% 46.4% 39.3% 17.9% 100.0% 
165 
Note:‘Business survival years' means that how many years a c1ient has kept running a business since inception. If a 
c1ient c10sed his business in one year， his business experience is counted to be one year. The ‘Not sure' clients 
are excluded from this table because it is not sure whether they were sti1I in businωs. 
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Notes 
1 Microbusiness (or microenterprise) is generally defined as a business with fewer than five employees 
including the owner， and sma11 enough to require litle capital ( $35，∞o orles) to get started (Small Business 
Administration(SBA)， "Is Your Small Business a Microbusiness? If 50. You May Be In Luckl" http目//www，sba，
gov / community /blogs/ community.blogs/ small喝business.matters/your.smallbusiness.microbusiness必so・you.m
Accessed January 29， 2013). Julik (2005) defined microenterprise as "very small businesses that are owner. 
operated， have fewer than five employees， and have minimal capital investments (e.g.， less than $20，∞o inthe 
United States)" (p.5). The loan size of a microloan is current1y up to $50，∞o inthe US. The rationa1e comes 
from the Small Business Administration (SBA) Microloan Program. The loan size was raised from $35，000 to 
$50.000 in 2010 by the Small Business Jobs Act of 2010， However， the upper limit was $25，000 previously (Bhatt 
et a1. 2002; Black et a1. 2003). 
2 Most c1ients of MDOs cannot meet the criteria of business loans at banks. Banks require loan applicants to 
have a minimum credit score， strong collateral.日na【にialrecords， and business experience， Entrepreneurs who 
are not qualified to borrow from banks go to MDOs or other alternative lenders to apply for microloans， as 
MDOs and alternative lenders are more flexible on the loan terms than banks. Some MDOs have a mission of 
bridging their c1ients to banks by improving the c1ients' credit histories and raising their credit scores. 
・1If an entrepreneur successfully completes paying back the loan and the loan account is paid in ful. the 
lender wil report it to the credit bureaus. Paid-in-Full (PIF) improves the entrepreneur's credit score. There 
are three major credit bureaus (Experian， Equifax and Trans Union) in the U5. Each credit bureau calculates 
credit score by counting a variety of factors， including loan payment history. On the other hand. if the 
entrepreneur fails to pay the loan and the account is charged.oぽ(ordefaulted). the lender wil report that to 
credit bureaus and sue the court. Charge-off (CO) severely deteriorates the credit score. 
¥ Delinquency occurs when a loan borrower fails to pay the ful amount of regular payment to a lender in 
a timely manner. However， the portfolio-at-risk rate or delinquency rate usually counts the loan accounts 
which are behind 30 days or more. Charge-o 
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consulting and coaching are quite similar and closely connected each other. Therefore it should be assumed 
that T A includes a litle broader range of services than one-on-one consulting. 
¥0 The author conducted research interviews with officers of microenterprise development organizations 
(MDOs) and their clients from October 2011 to December 2012. The MDOs are Accion East and Online (New 
York. NY). Business Center for New Americans (BCNA; New York， NY). Business Outreach Center Network 
(BOCNET; New York， NY)， Ceiba (Philadelphia， PA)， Chinatown Manpower Project (CMP; New York， NY). 
East Harlem Business Capital Corporation (EHBCC; New York， NY)， ECDC Enterprise Development Group 
(EDG; Washington DC). The Empowerment Center (Mount Vernon， NY)， The Enterprise Center Capital 
Corporation (TEC-CC; Philadelphia， PA). Entrepreneur Works (Philadelphia and Chester. PA). FINANTA 
(Philadelphia， PA)， Grameen America (New York. NY)， Impact Loan Fund (ILF; Philadelphia. PA). Latino 
Economic Development Corporation (LEDC; Washington DC). Local Development Corporation of East New 
York (LDCENY; New York. NY). Renaissance Economic Development Corporation (REDC; New York， NY). 
SCORE Philadelphia Chapter (Philadelphia. PA). Washington Area Community Investment Fund (WACIF; 
Washington DC)， Wheeler Creek Community Development Corporation (WCCDC; Washington DC)， and 
Women's Opportunities Resource Center (WORC; Philadelphia， PA). 
I Answers from MDO 0但cersincluded other types of non-financial services. such as coaching， mentoring. 
workshops. seminars， incubation 0節cerental. on-line marketing and provision of equipment. However， this 
study excluded these services from T A. 
12 T A services are usual1y provided to clients for free or minimal fees. If a client needs advice from 
professionals (such as lawyers. accountants and web designers). a MDO officer refers the client to 
professionals. and then the c1ient pays the fees to the professionals directly. Several MDOs recently began 
charging nominal fees of business development services to the clients， but the fees are not high enough to 
cover the ful costs (Edgcomb and Thetford. 2010). 
I:! Servon (1999) noted that low-income entrepreneurs need professional services such as child care and legal 
services (p.40)目Bhatt(2002) also noted that microenterprise programs can provide a couple of hours of"problem 
solving" technical assistance 
in assets as a whole 
1; In the case study. an array of consulting strategies were explained in detail. starting from consulting 
program design. clients' consulting needs. quality control. fee structure. to monitoring and evaluation. The 
major focuses of this case study are to pursue e侃ciencyin delivering consulting services (such as efficient 
al1ocation of consulting hours and service fes)， and consulting skils needed (such as consuItant's experience. 
listening skils. coaching skils， and culturally appropriate communication skils). This case study also revealed 
the major fields that the clients request for consultants (such as marketing.自nancialmanagement， business 
plan development and human resource management). 
1 Another major topic is financial literacy. Klein and Gomez (201Oa) conducted a survey on financial literacy 
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and credit building products provided by MDOs， and found the increasing need for financial literacy and 
credit building services among MDO c1ients. Klein and Gomez (2010b， 2012) conducted case studies of the 
Latino Economic Development Corporation (LEDC) and two Vermont microenterprおeprograms on credit 
building services. In addition， Nelson (2004) introduced best practices of entrepreneurial networking， and 
Edgcomb and Thetford (2011) introduced a case study of the Appalachian Center for Economic Networks (ACE 
Net)， which provides industry-focused branding services to its c1ients. 
IH The MDO is a small-scale (i.e. less than 100 loans disbursed each year) organization whose major c1ients 
are entrepreneurs with low.income and/or racial minorities. The MDO provides microloans as a 501(c)(3) 
nonpro!it organization and a certi!ied Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI). This study does 
not disc10se the organization's name. This study also does not disc10se the organization's !inancial information 
and its loan performance statistic data to keep the organization anonymous. 
1!I The loan officer was to provide services as an individual business consultant， not as a loan oficer of the 
MDO. The reasons were the fol1owing: 
a) The T A was to help the clients' businesses， not just to urge the c1ients to pay the loan. 
b) The loan oficer needed extra working hours other than normal work as a loan officer， as the loan officer 
was a part-time worker at the MDO. The loan 0侃cerwas supposed to use his spare time for consulting 
work. and was paid for his consulting work by the project 
c) The loan oficer knew the c1ients quite well， and it is convenient to keep the clients' confidentiality within 
the MDO. It is di侃cultto control the information if external organizations or individuals are involved. 
d) It was dificult to recruit external consultants appropriate to ask to join this project目 However，there 
was a concern that the loan oficer might be seen as a debt collector by the clients目Inaddition， itcan be 
di伍cultfor the loan officer to separate and switch between the two roles of a loan oficer and a consultant 
when he talks with clients. 
20 Of the 28 delinquent clients， three clients had already closed their businesses， but their loan accounts had 
been active when the project started in January 2012. 
21 The average amount of loan in the treatment group ($9.748) is higher than that in the control group ($4，628) 
(Table 4). The c1 
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clients well. The consultant worked for a consulting organization for microenterprises in Philadelphia. 
Two consultants who joined in October 2012 were a loan oficer and a marketing consultant at the MDO 
respectively. All three consultants agreed to work as an individual consultant and to use their spare time 
for the project. The consultant who joined in August was a volunteer and was not paid. and other two 
consultants were paid consulting fees from this project. There was an advantage that the loan oficer and 
three consultants knew each other and they were able to work together as a team. It was convenient to 
control the clients' information within one organization and to prevent the information from leaking outside. 
It was impossible to make a partnership with an external consulting firm and contract the consulting out 
because other consulting firms also have strict rules on confidentiality that prohibits consultants from sharing 
the c1ients' information with external people. 
，7 This location issue is somewhat consistent with the日ndingsby Bates and Robb (201). Bates and Robb 
(201) found that neighborhood business catering to a neighborhood minority clientele were much more likely 
to close down and discontinue operations. Bates and Robb's study did not focus on the reason why minority 
neighborhoods in the inner-city increased the business c10sure rate. For this c1ient's ca昌弘 herconsultants 
noted that there are a few reasons. inc1uding the bad reputation of the neighborhood among wealthy people. 
the high crime rate， and low purchasing power of the residents in the neighborhood 
却 Theproject was not able to reach out to five c1ients in the control group. It is unknown whether the自ve
clients were stil in the business. 
即 Theloan officers did not know the current situation of five c1ients in the control group. inc1uding three 
charged-off c1ients because the officers could not reach out to them. 
抽 Interviewin New York. NY on February 11.2013. 
31 The consulting fees for this T A project were paid for from a research grant. Usually， the cost of T A is
mostly covered by grants 
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Appendix. Consulting Record Forms 
Sample of Business Managcment Revicw (Impact Assessment) at the BEGINNING of T A service 
Business Name Client No. 
ClientName Date 
Q1. What are the major reasons of delinquency of the client? 
A. Marketing B. Financial Management 
D. Natural/ Sociall Economic Environment ( 
Explain for detail. 
C. Client's Personal Condition 
E. Other ( 
Q2. How has thc clicnt's business been since inception， including the change of sales and profits? 
Overvicw 
Sales and Profits 
Q3. What are the client's specific goals in 3 months to solve problems? 
Goals 
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Q4. What are the major indices of achicvcmcnt? (Such as gross sales， employee， net worth， inventory， 
etc.) These indices can be compared with data of3 months later. 
Index I ( ): current ( 
lndex 2 ( ): current ( 
Index 3 ( ): current ( 
Q5. What services are planned to providc in order to accomplish thc goal? 
A. Sales B. Financial Management C. Marketing D. Management E. Personal F. Other 
Service Plan 
Q6. Are there special conditions to consider when providing the client with service? 
Yes No 
Ifyes， explain. 
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Sample of Business Management Review (Impact Assessment) at the MIDDLE of T A service 
Business Name Client No. 
Client Name Date 
Ql. How has the client's business been since the start of T A， including the change of sales and 
profits? 
Overview 
Sales and Profits 
Q2. What was advised to the client， and what actions were actually done by the client? 
Advice 
Other Service (if any) 
Action 
Impact 
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Q3. Do you think the consultation is going in the right direction and going smoothly? Or， is it better 
to modify or add the initial plan (such as addltlonal help)? Explain the current plan for the 
remaining period. 
Q4. Are there special conditions to consider providing client with service? 
Yes No 
Ifyes， explain. 
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Sample of Business Management Review (Impact Assessment) at the END of T A service 
Business Name ClientNo. 
ClientName Date 
Q1. How has the client's business been since the start of TA， including the change of sales and 
profits? 
Overview 
Sales and Profits 
Q2. What was advised to the client， and what actions were actually done by the client? 
Advice 
Other Service (ifany) 
Action 
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Q3. How has the client accomplished the goal in 3 months? If the goal has not been successfully 
achieved， explain why. 
Yes No 
Q4. How has the client achieved in terms of major indices? 
Index 1 ( 
Index 2 ( 
Index 3 ( 
): current ( 
): current ( 
): current ( 
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Q5. What could be done for further improvement ofthe client's business， ifthe service continued 
more? 
Q6. Did you find any difficulties or problems in terms of providing technical assistance? If yes， explain. 
